
Brain Storming Session 9/19/2018 

 

Attendees: Walt Addicks, Bob Armao, Dave Cole, Tony Eldering, Ray Hoelz, Marcia Hopple, Jeff Levitt, 

Cliff Prewencki, Karen Ross, and Martha Waldman 

 

Our overall goals are to increase membership, including younger members, increase the number of 

active, dedicated volunteers, some which can be groomed for board positions, increase public 

awareness of the club and trail, and have the club viable and the trail protected far into the future.   

 

The following creative ideas were discussed: 

How to convert the participants of the “Hiking Class” to active hikers and/or volunteers in addition to 

what we already do? 

- Schedule a follow-up hike(s) in the spring,  

- offer some beginner hikes,  

- encourage current hike leaders who periodically lead easy hikes to attend one of the class hikes to 

increase participant comfort level for joining future hikes. 

 

THC posters: install in Post Offices, Stewart’s Shops, etc. by trail, in trail registers, and other places 

(posters distributed to individuals at meeting),  

-refresh and replace in the spring. 

 

THC article: find other newspaper or local magazine for the article Karen wrote, like 55+(?) 

-someone else might write another article in the future. 

 

Outing leaders:  

-increase the number of leaders and outings, 

-establish leader qualifications,  

-run a training program for new leaders (classroom style and mentor during an outing),  

-reach out to possible leaders to encourage leading,  

-recommend co-leading as an option to leading individually, 

-encourage some new leaders to commit to lead one weekend hike per season,  

-add occasional evening hike in summer also to reach those younger people still working.  

 

Outings: 

- develop hike rating system (use ADK system? Create own?), post rating system with outing listings. 

- post pictures and brief outing reports on Facebook, as well as posting future outings. 

 

Monthly e’letters:   

Offer some news or item of interest about the club to membership in a monthly e’letter.   

This new idea can be combined with outing updates and last minute outings.  

Determine frequency and limit of email notices in general? 

 



Process for last minute hikes:  Submit to Outings Chair for distribution to post on website, Facebook and 

emails.  Tie in with e’letter emails?  

 

New social event: Get an interesting speaker or video, not related to banquet or picnic. 

 

Reroutes: as feasible.  

 

 

 


